
The Dominatrix Next Door 
Chains, leather, and electric body clips. This is the real deal.  
story & photos by Walter loCkWood

I moved into Factory place around 
the same time the pornographic 
clowns were taking over the building. 

My live/work studio was a large concrete shoebox just 
big enough for my gear, a small sweep, and me. The first 
night there, I was alone in the empty space building a desk. 
It was quiet until I started hearing a faint slap, slap, slap 
coming through the wall. I wasn’t sure what it was. a night 
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or two later, while going to bed, I heard the creak and slam 
of a crate, chains, and again the slap, slap, slap. eventually 
this was freaking me out, keeping me up at night. it was 
happening during the day as well. I began listening with 
intent to find the muffled screams and bursting voices 
of agony from men and women alike behind the slaps. 
yep, I lived next to a full-fledged dominatrix dungeon.

I found this out slowly. My newly made friends assured 
me this was the real deal. Judging from the middle aged 
guy in the tight polyester pants and leather jacket armed 
with a bowling ball bag full of electric body clips hooked 
up to small batteries, a parade of other clients, and the 
black fabric covering the windows, I was now informed. 
and then I met kat. 

and then I met kat.
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kat was the dominatrix next door. she introduced 
herself in a polite manner and offered to sound proof the 
walls. she also invited me to a “play party” and offered to 
tie up my balls for free. Wow, how considerate.

I’m not into this stuff, which is why we did soundproof 
the walls. and although I didn’t take her up on her other 
offers, out of curiosity, I kind of regret not going to the 
“play party”. Curiosity did not kill this cat. What I did do 
was turn this into a creative photo project. 

shortly after I captured kat at Factory place I decided to 
include these characters in my work. For the laundromat 
image I reinvented the idea of a dominatrix by placing 
her into an everyday scenario. I found models, rented the 
plastic and leather from Warner brothers, and found a 
willing laundromat. 

she introduced herself 
in a polite manner and 
offered to sound proof 
the walls.
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laundromat willing, we shot the cover image during 
normal business hours. even with camera, lights, etc., in 
place it was amusing to see the reactions from customers 
watching my beautiful model prancing around suited up 
for hardcore play. That was cool too because it’s exactly 
what I was after. The old man, btW, is a terrific actor 
named peter Nails. he turned that expression on like a 
light switch.

and that’s it. The dominatrix entered my life so I decided 
to bring her into my work. I guess the old guy is ultimately 
me. I
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